Graves’ Disease in Children: About a Case
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ABSTRACT

Graves’ disease is an autoimmune disease featuring hyperthyroidism associated with exophthalmos. It is a rare affection in pediatrics, found mostly in older children. The diagnosis of Graves’ disease is quite easy. The treatment, however, often requires a multidisciplinary approach and an extended medical follow-up. We relate the case of Graves’ disease diagnosed in a 12-year-old girl, revealed by an anterior cervical tumefaction associated with proptosis, who received surgical treatment with a good evolution.
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INTRODUCTION

Graves’ disease, also known as toxic diffuse goiter, is the most common etiology of hyperthyroidism in children. It is an autoimmune disorder, of which the cause is still undetermined.

Its positive diagnosis is often easy to make, when confronted with the association of typical symptoms and perturbed thyroid hormones.

It is important to note that Graves’ disease can be potentially life threatening. As such, it is imperative to start treatment as soon as the diagnosis is made. Although anti-thyroid drugs are usually used first, surgical treatment remains a non-negligible therapeutic component in many situations.

CASE REPORT

It is about a 12-year-old girl, without any prior medical condition, who presents with an anterior cervical mass.

The beginning of the symptoms date back to 1 year when she noticed the appearance of an anterior basicervical painless swelling, growing progressively, without compressive signs, associated with palpitations, abundant sweating, asthenia, and a decline in her studies.

The clinical examination finds a patient in a good condition. Her height, weight, and body mass index were normal according to her age. Her blood pressure was normal, and her heart rate was a little elevated at 110 bpm.

We note the presence of a goiter affecting all of the thyroid gland, firm, measuring 5 cm × 7 cm (Figure 1), and a symmetric, bilateral exophthalmos, with no inflammatory signs (Figure 2).

Thyroid function tests showed:
• TSH = 0.001 µUI/mL
• T4 = 49.13 pmol/L
• T3 = 30 pg/mL
• TSH receptor antibodies are not realized by lack of means.

Thyroid ultrasound revealed a hypertrophied, homogenous, and hypervascularized thyroid.

Other tests, including a full blood count and an ECG, were normal.
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A treatment based on Dimazol was initiated but without improvement. The patient then underwent a total thyroidectomy. Euthyroidism was only obtained after surgery (TSH = 0.2 µUI/mL).

DISCUSSION

Graves-Basedow disease is an autoimmune thyroiditis originating from the production of thyroid-stimulating immunoglobulins, which bind to TSH receptors, leading to the overproduction of thyroid hormones.

It constitutes the first etiology of hyperthyroidism in pediatrics but is still a quite rare disease. Indeed, of all the cases of Graves’ described in the literature, only 1–5% are children.[1]

Its frequency increases with age, with an average age of 11 years in most of the published series.[2–5] In our case, the patient was 12 years old, which is consistent with the literature data. There is a clear feminine preponderance, reported by several authors.[3–5]

The etiopathogenesis of Graves’ is not yet well known. It associates genetic, immunological, and environmental factors.[6] Familial thyroid dysfunction is found in 60% of the cases.[7] In our case, there was no history of dysthyroidism in the family.

The classic symptoms’ triad: Tachycardia, nervousness, and vascular goiter, presents in 90–95% of all cases,[8–11] associated to a symmetric and bilateral proptosis, and makes the diagnosis of Graves’ disease easy. This triad, as well as the proptosis, was both observed in our patient.

Other symptoms (diarrhea, thermophobia, weight loss…) may be present, although less frequently.

Elevated thyroid hormones (T3 and T4), associated with low TSH levels and positive thyroid-stimulating antibodies, confirm the diagnosis. Thyroid ultrasound reveals a hypertrophied gland, homogenous, and hypervascularized, and can be useful in long-term follow-up of the patient.

Scintigraphy is no longer needed for the diagnosis and has been replaced with thyroid ultrasound.[12]

The management of Graves’ disease in children in still controversial. Three options seem available: Medical treatment based on antithyroid drugs (ATDs), surgery (total or subtotal thyroidectomy), and radioiodine therapy.

Medical treatment is recommended as the first-line treatment.[7,12] ATD works by blocking the binding of iodine and coupling of iodothyronines, thus preventing the synthesis of thyroid hormones. The main ATDs used are carbimazole (0.5–0.8 mg/kg/day), methimazole (0.5–0.8 mg/kg/day),[13] and propylthiouracil (5–10 mg/kg/day). After normal levels of thyroid hormones are obtained, ATD doses are gradually decreased by 30–50%.

During the initial phase of treatment, adjuvant therapy may be started to control symptoms, mainly a beta-blocker to regularize the heart rate, and a sedative to manage the nervousness and agitation.[7,14]

The average period of treatment by ATD is 2–6 years.[12] The patient’s adherence to this long-term treatment is of paramount importance in its success and in the prevention of a relapse. The main complication of ATD is agranulocytosis, which requires regular monitoring of the blood count.

Total thyroidectomy is indicated in case of failure of medical treatment (relapse after ATD treatment, lack of adherence to the treatment, or ATD toxicity). It is particularly recommended in case of a voluminous goiter or severe ophthalmopathy.[15] In the case of our patient, surgical treatment was undertaken after the failure of medical treatment.

ATD treatment will be started first, to obtain normal T3, T4, and TSH levels before surgery. To reduce the vascularization of the thyroid, the patient may be given iodine (5–10 drops of Lugol) in the week preceding the surgery.

In comparison to ATD treatment and radioiodine therapy, surgical treatment by total thyroidectomy has the clear advantage of quickly reducing hyperthyroidism.
The main complications of surgical treatment are the lesion of the recurrent nerves and that of the parathyroids.

Radioiodine therapy is only indicated in case of failure of medical treatment and an absolute contraindication to surgery. Destruction of the thyroid gland is obtained in most cases after only one oral dose. However, this treatment modality is associated with a moderated risk of aggravation of the ocular signs of Graves' and should be avoided when treating children because of the potential risk of developing an ulcer appearance.

In case of radical treatment, be it by surgery or by radioiodine therapy, the patient will need to be put under thyroid replacement pills or levothyroxine, for the rest of his life.

CONCLUSION

Graves' disease is a rare condition in pediatrics, most often affecting the female older child with a background of familial dysthyroidism.

The diagnosis is easy, as the symptomatology is usually quite rich and the biological assessment is typically disturbed.

Medical treatment by ATD is the first-line treatment. In case of failure, surgery should be considered. Radioiodine therapy is a third treatment option that should be left as a last resort.
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